Abstract. Modern software systems are increasingly being developed for deployment on a range of architectures. For this purpose, it is interesting to capture aspects of low-level deployment concerns in high-level modeling languages. In this paper, an executable object-oriented modeling language is extended with resource-restricted deployment components. To analyze model behavior a formal methodology is proposed to assess resource consumption, which balances the scalability of the method and the reliability of the obtained results. The approach applies to a general notion of resource, including traditional cost measures (e.g., time, memory) as well as concurrency-related measures (e.g., requests to a server, spawned tasks). The main idea of our approach is to combine reliable (but expensive) worst-case cost analysis of statically predictable parts of the model with fast (but inherently incomplete) simulations of the concurrent aspects in order to avoid the state-space explosion. The approach is illustrated by the analysis of memory consumption.
Introduction
Software systems today are increasingly being developed to be highly congurable, not only with respect to the functionality provided by a specic instance of the system but also with respect to the targeted deployment architecture. An example of a development method is software product line engineering [20] . In order to capture and analyze the intended deployment variability of such software, formal models need to express and range over dierent deployment scenarios.
For this purpose, it is interesting to reect aspects of low-level deployment in high-level modeling languages. As our rst contribution, in this paper, we pro- modeling language based on concurrent objects [8, 11, 14, 21, 24] . The main idea of resource-restricted deployment components is that they are parametric in the amount of resources they make available to their concurrently executing objects.
This way, dierent deployment scenarios can be conveniently expressed at the modeling level and a model may be analyzed for a range of deployment scenarios.
As our main contribution, we develop a novel approach for estimating the resource consumption of this kind of resource-constrained concurrent executions which is reasonably reliable and scalable. Resource consumption is in this sense a way of understanding and debugging the model of the deployment components.
Our work is based on a general notion of resource, which associates a cost unit to the program statements. Traditional resources are execution steps, time and memory, but one may also consider more concurrency-related resources like the number of tasks spawned, the number of requests to a server, etc.
The two main approaches to estimating resource consumption of a program execution are static cost analysis and dynamic simulation ( soundness, i.e., it guarantees that the program never exceeds the inferred resource consumption for any input data. While cost analysis for sequential languages exists, the problem has not yet been studied in the concurrent setting, partly due to the inherent complexity of concurrency: the number of possible execution paths can be extremely large and the resulting outcome non-deterministic.
Statically analyzing the concurrent behaviors of our resource-restricted models requires a full state space exploration and quickly becomes unrealistic.
In this paper, we propose to combine simulations with static techniques for cost analysis, which allows classes of input values to be covered by a single simulation. The main idea is to apply cost analysis to the sequential computations while simulation handles the concurrent system behavior. Our method is developed for an abstract behavioral specication language ABS, simplifying
Creol [11, 14] The concurrent object level of ABS is given in Fig. 2 Right hand side expressions rhs include object creation new C(e), method calls, and (pure) expressions e. Statements are standard for assignment x := rhs, sequential composition s 1 ; s 2 , and skip, if, while, and return constructs. release unconditionally releases the processor, suspending the active process. In await g, the guard g controls processor release and consists of Boolean conditions b and return tests x? (see below). If g evaluates to false, the processor is released and the process suspended. When the processor is idle, any enabled process from the object's pool of suspended processes may be scheduled. Explicit signaling is therefore redundant. Like expressions e, guards g are side-eect free. In the model, a DatabaseImp class stores and handles the information about the books available in the shop (in the bDB map) as well as information about the delivery countries (in the cDB map). This class has a method getInfo; given an order with a list of books and a destination country, the getInfo method extracts information about book availability from bDB and shipping information from cDB by means of function calls getBooks(bDB, books) and getCountry(cDB, country) The result from the method call has type DatabaseInfo, with a constructor of the form: Info(bOrder, cDestiny).
Operational Semantics
The operational semantics of ABS is presented as a transition system in an SOS style [19] . Rules apply to subsets of congurations (the standard context rules are not listed). For simplicity we assume that congurations can be reordered to match the left hand side of the rules (i.e., matching is modulo associativity and commutativity as in rewriting logic [18] Transition Rules. Transition rules of the operational semantics transform state congurations into new congurations, and are given in Fig. 3 . We assume given functions bind(o, f, m, v, C) which returns a process resulting from the method activation of m in a class C with actual parameters v, callee o and associated future f ; init(C) which returns a process initializing instances of class C; and atts(C, v, o, n) which returns the initial state of an instance of class C with class parameters v, identity o, and deployment component n. The predicate fresh(n) asserts that a name n is globally unique (where n may be an identier for an object or a future). Let idle denote any process {l|s} where s is an empty statement list. Finally, we dene dierent assignment rules for side eect free expressions (assign1 and assign2 ), object creation (new-object ), method calls (async-call ), and future dereferencing (read-fut ). Rule skip consumes a skip in the active process. Here and in the sequel, the variable s will match any (possibly empty) statement list. Rules assign1 and assign2 assign the value of expression
{ob(o, C, a, {l|await g; s}, q) cn} → {ob(o, C, a, {l|release; await g; s}, q) cn} Process Suspension and Activation. Three operations are used to manipulate a process pool q: enqueue(p, q) adds a process p to q, q \ p removes p from q, and select(q, a, cn, t) selects a process from q (which is idle if q is empty or no process is ready [14] The goal of this section is to infer worst-case upper bounds (UBs) from the (sequential) functions in our sub-language. This problem has been intensively studied since the seminal paper on cost analysis [23] . Thus, instead of a formal development, we illustrate the main steps of the analysis on the running example.
Size of terms. The cost of a function that traverses a term t usually depends on the size of t, and not on the concrete data structure to which t is bound.
For instance, the cost of executing dom(map) (which returns the domain of a map) depends on the size of map (the number of elements). Therefore, in order to infer worst-case UBs, we rst need to dene the meaning of size of a term. This is done by using norms [7] . A norm is a function that maps terms to their size. For instance, the term-size norm calculates the number of type constructors in a given term, and is dened as |Co(t 1 , . . . , t n )
and, the term-depth norm calculates the depth of the term, and is dened as |Co(t 1 , . . . , t n )| td = 1 + max(|t 1 | td , . . . , |t n | td ). Consider the book shop model described in Ex. 2; the database uses maps for storing information; a Map<A, B> has two constructors Ins(Pair<A, B>, Map<A, B>) and EmptyMap (to represent empty maps). For storing the information of a book sold by the shop, the model uses a constructor of the form BInfo(Bquantity, Bweight, Bbackordertime) (A more detailed description of this data type can be found in [5] .). For a term: t = Ins(Pair("b1",BInfo(5,1,2)),Ins(Pair("b2",BInfo(1,2,5)),EmptyMap)) which can represent the database of books in the shop, we have that |t| ts = 15 and |t| td = 5. Note that we count strings and numbers as type constructors. Norms map a given variable x to itself in order to account for the size of the term to which x is bounded. Any norm can be used in the analysis, depending on the used data structures, w.l.o.g., we will use the term-size norm.
Size relations. The getBooks function (called from method getInfo in Ex. 2) returns a sub-database (of booksDB) which contains only those books in books:
def Map getBooks(Map booksDB,List books) = case books { Nil => EmptyMap; Cons(b,t) => case in(dom(booksDB),b) { False => getBooks(booksDB,t) ; True => Ins(Pair(b,lookup(booksDB,b)),getBooks(booksDB,t)); };};
Function dom returns the set of keys of the mapping provided as argument, in is the one of Ex. 1, and, lookup returns the value that corresponds to the provided key in the provided mapping. Observe that the return value of dom is passed on to function in. Since the cost of in is part of the total cost of getBooks, we need to express its cost in terms of booksDB. This is possible only if we know which is the relation between the returned value of dom and its input value booksDB. This input-output relation (or a post-condition) is a conjunction of (linear) constraints that describe a relation between the sizes of the input parameters of the function and its return value, w.r.t. the selected norm. E.g., ret ≤ map is a possible post-condition for function dom, where map is the size of its input parameter and ret is the size of the returned term. We apply existing techniques [6] to infer such relations for our functional language.
In what follows, we assume that I P includes a post-conditions f n(x), ψ for each function, where ψ is a conjunction of (linear) constraints overx and ret.
Cost Model. Cost analysis is typically parametric on the notion of cost model M, i.e., on the resource that we want to measure [2] . Informally, a cost model is a function that maps instructions to costs. Traditional cost models are: (1) number of instructions, which maps all instructions to 1, i.e., M(b) = 1 for all instructions b; and (2) memory consumption, which can be dened as M h (x = t) = M h (t) = mem(t) where mem(Co(t 1 , . . . , t n )) = Co + Σ n i=1 mem(t i ) and mem(x) = 0. For any other instruction b we let M h (b) = 0. The symbol Co represents the amount of memory required for constructing a term of type Co.
Note that we estimate only the memory required for storing terms.
Upper bounds. In order to make the presentation simpler, we assume functions are normalized such that nested expressions are attened using let bindings. Using this normal form, the evaluation of an expression e consists in evaluating a sequence of sub-expressions of the form y = f n(x), y = t, match(y, t), f n(x), t or x. We refer to such sequence as an execution path of e. In a static setting, since variables are not assigned concrete values, and due to the use of case, an expression e might have several execution paths. We denote the set of all execution paths of e by paths(e). This set can be constructed from the abstract syntax tree of e. Clearly, when estimating the cost of executing an expression e we must consider all possible execution paths. In practice, we generate a set of (recursive) equations where each equation accounts for the cost of one execution path. Then, the solver of [1] is used in order to obtained a closed-form UB. Denition 1. Given a function def T fn(T x) = e, its cost relation (CR) is dened as follows: for each execution path p ≡ b 1 , . . . , b n ∈ paths(e), we dene an equation
and f (x), ψ ∈ I P , otherwise ϕ i = true. The CR system of a given program the set of all CRs of its functions. O + P + |v| −(O + P + |v|) Table 1 . The non-trivial cost functions of memory-constrained ABS semantics. All identiers are the same as in the corresponding rule of Fig. 3 , except vp (old value of a variable), |v| (size of term v), P (size of a process), and O (size of an object).
The Session objects created and handed out by the Agent object will then be created inside c as well, without further changes to the model.
The execution inside a component d with r resources can be understood as
follows. An object o residing in d may execute a transition step with cost c if o can execute the step in a context with unbounded resources, and c ≤ r; i.e., the cost of executing the step does not exclude the transition in an execution context restricted to r resources.
After the execution of the transition step, the object may return free resources to its deployment component. Thus, for each transition rule the resources needed to apply this rule to a state t, resulting in a state t , can be characterized in terms of two functions over the state space, one computing the cost of the transition form t to t and one computing the free resources after the transition. The allocation and return of resources for objects in a deployment component will depend on the specic cost model M for the considered resource, so the exact denitions of cost M (t, t ) and free M (t, t ) depend on M.
Example 5. Table 1 shows the cost M (t, t ) and free M (t, t ) functions for the memory cost model of the ABS semantics, using the symbols of Fig. 3 . There are some subtle details in these functions for example, message invocations and future variables are considered to be outside any one deployment component, so the memory required to execute the Read-Fut rule can be larger than evaluating the future variable expression e since the deployment component must have enough memory to accommodate the incoming value v. Also, object creation aects two places, so was split into two rules, similar to method invocation.
Semantics of Resource Constrained Execution. Let M be a cost model. The operational semantics of M-constrained execution in deployment components is dened as a small-step operational semantics, extending the semantics of ABS given in Sec. 2.1 to resource-sensitive runtime congurations for M. We assume given functions cost M (t, t ) and free M (t, t ). 
Simulation and Experimental Results
To validate the approach presented in this paper, an interpreter for the ABS language was augmented with a resource constraint model that simulates systems with limited memory. The semantics of this ABS interpreter is given in rewriting logic [18] and executes on the Maude platform [10] . Note that the semantics of Sec. 4, when implemented directly, leads to a signicant amount of backtracking in an actual simulation. For this reason, our Maude interpreter was modied to incorporate deployment components and use the costs of Table 1 for the execution of statements. One such modied rule is shown in Fig. 5 : An assignment to x can only proceed if the cost of evaluating the right-hand side e of the assignment statement is less than the currently free memory r. In this case, x is bound to the new value v, and r is adjusted using To obtain quantitative results, the interpreter was instrumented to record current memory r and peak memory usage r+cost(s) during the evaluation of its resource-aware rules. This instrumentation yields both maximum resource usage and a time series of memory usage for a simulation run. 
Related Work
Static cost inference for sequential programming languages has recently received considerable attention. A cost analysis for Java bytecode has been developed in [2] , for C++ in [12] , and for functional programs in [13] . Our approach for inferring cost for the functional part of ABS is based on [2] , which follows the classical approach of [23] . Inference of worst-case UBs on the memory usage of Java like programs with garbage collection is studied in [4] . The analysis accounts for memory freed by garbage collection, and thus infers more tight and realistic bounds. The analysis supports several GC schemes. The analysis of [13] supports inference of memory usage, and accounts for memory freed by destructive matching. In [16] live heap space analysis for a concurrent language has been proposed. However it uses a very limited model of shared memory.
Recently, a cost analysis for X10 programs [9] has been developed [3] , which infers
UBs on the number of tasks that can be running in parallel. The concurrency primitives of X10 are similar to ABS, but X10 is not based on concurrent objects.
Formal resource modeling happens mainly in the embedded domain. For example, Verhoef et al. [22] use the timed VDM++ to model processing time, schedulability and bandwidth resources for distributed embedded systems, but their approach is less general and not used for memory consumption. Johnsen et al. modeled processing resources in the context of deployment components in previous work [15] , but this work does not use cost analysis methods. There is not much work combining static cost analysis and simulation to analyze resource usage. However, Künzli et al. [17] combine exact simulation and arrival curves to model processing costs, decreasing the needed simulation time by using arrival curves in their simulations to abstract from some of the components in a SystemC model of specic hardware. In contrast, we use cost analysis to generalize simulations on abstract, formally dened object-oriented models.
Discussion
Software is increasingly being developed to be congured for dierent architectures, which may be restricted in the resources they provide to the software.
Therefore, it is interesting to capture aspects of low-level deployment concerns at the abstraction level of a software modeling language. In this paper, we have shown how a formally dened executable concurrent object-oriented modeling language can be extended with a notion of deployment component, which imposes a resource-constraint on the execution of objects in the model.
In order to validate the behavior of the resource-restricted model, we propose to combine static cost analysis with simulations. This combination is achieved by applying static cost analysis to the sequential parts of the modeling language, for which practical cost analysis methods exist, while using simulation for the concurrent part, for which static approaches would lead to a state-space explosion.
Thus, the complexity of applying static cost analysis to concurrent executions is avoided, and, in addition, we obtain better results than concrete simulations because the sequential parts of the model are simulated by the worst-case bounds.
The technique is demonstrated for memory consumption analysis on an example.
The analysis of memory consumption considered here could be strengthened by allowing explicit scheduling and garbage collection policies to be included in the model. This is left for future work.
Another interesting issue is how resource analysis carries over from executable models to generated code. A code generator from ABS to Java is under development that translates user dened abstract data types in ABS into object structures. Hence, the symbolic UBs inferred for memory consumption of the ABS models correspond to bounds on the number of objects in the corresponding Java code. Note that it might not be possible to nd similar correlations for other cost models such as the number of execution steps. Another line of interesting future work is to set up actual measurements on generated code and use these results to prole our analysis approach for a given cost model.
